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Three facts and one opinion 

1. Climate change is increasingly bad for people
and nature. 

2. Emissions must decrease rapidly and 
immediately to meet international and national 
climate targets. 

3. Flying is a very large part of university
emissions. 

4. Universities should lead in emissions reductions, 
with a strong focus on reducing flying. 
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What kind of world do you want to live in?

Hoegh-Guldberg et al., 2007, Science

@KA_Nicholas IPCC 1.5°C Report, 8 October 2018
http://www.kimnicholas.com/climate-policy.html
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Innovations and progress in 
flying less
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UBC Case Study: 
University air travel emissions ≈

2/3 of on-campus operation emissions

Wynes & Donner, 2018, Pacific Institute for Climate Solutions report 
@KA_Nicholas
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If universities don’t lead the transition, who will? 

@KA_Nicholas

Opinion piece by 18 Swedish 
academics
Calling for Swedish universities to 
cut emissions in ½ by 2023
28 October 2018



Student support for cutting emissions

@KA_Nicholas
https://klimatuppropetlund.se/



Young people demand emissions cuts
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High-flyers need to rethink our lifestyles
to avoid dangerous climate change

@KA_Nicholas

High-impact actions to reduce emissions: Wynes & Nicholas, 2017, Environmental Research Letters
1.5°C budget: Institute for Global Environmental Strategies, 2019, 1.5° Lifestyles Report

1.5°C budget: 
2.5 tCO2e/year
By 2030

Emissions data: household of 2 people with assets >$1m,Otto et al., 2019, Nature Climate Change
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Some resources:
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Wynes & Donner, 2018, Action Plan, Pacific Institute for Climate Solutions report 
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Strategies to reduce conference 
carbon footprints

Desiere, 2016, EuroChoices

• Reduce participants traveling long distances
• Ensure key role in conference for those who do travel long distances
• Consider desired attendees and select central conference location for them
• Select location with good train/transit connectivity
• Do not reward selecting exotic/remote conference locales
• Facilitate booking train tickets, offer discount vouchers from train companies, inform 

participants about their carbon footprint  @KA_Nicholas



Personal and departmental flying less

@KA_Nicholas

Lund University Centre for Sustainability Studies (LUCSUS)
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LUCSUS: New flying less policy

@KA_Nicholas
https://www.lucsus.lu.se/article/lucsus-presents-new-travel-policy-to-reduce-work-related-emissions
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LUCSUS Travel Pledge

@KA_Nicholas

”Climate pledge document,” http://www.kimnicholas.com/academics-flying-less.html

http://www.kimnicholas.com/academics-flying-less.html


Le Quéré et al., 2015, “Towards a culture of low-carbon research for the 21st century” 
Tyndall Centre for Climate Change Research
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Increasing focus on academics flying less 

@KA_Nicholas



New research project: 
”The takeoff of staying on 
the ground”

Co-PI Johannes Stripple

@KA_Nicholas

http://www.kimnicholas.com/the-takeoff-of-staying-on-the-ground.html

PhD applications accepted until 8 April! 
(Must speak Swedish)



Changing social narratives: 
Swedish Instagram account

”clueless influencers”

@KA_Nicholas
https://www.instagram.com/stories/highlights/17992077013103497/



”What happens if we stop flying?”

@KA_Nicholas
ICON magazine, Winter 2018/2019



Local newspaper 100% about climate
”1 in 5 try to choose not to fly”
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”Climate Perks” from 10:10-
extra time off for slower travel

@KA_Nicholas
Contact: Max Wakefield, 10:10



Conclusions

• Academics can lead in testing, developing, 
implementing strategies to quickly and fairly
reduce emissions – in line with what is needed
across sectors & society to stabilize climate.  

• Flying less needs to be part of serious university
sustainability plans.

• Need to address tradeoffs and create supportive
culture, while pushing for broader change.

• It can work! 

@KA_Nicholas
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